NEW | GT-2000™ 4 TRAIL
$120 | U.S. Suggested Retail

The GT-2000™ 4 Trail shoe is designed for runners who need a running shoe that is lightweight and responsive to offer an intuitive transition from road to trail.

- **wt**: 10.3 oz.
- **outsole**: #2 GORE-TEX® GORE-TEX® is a registered trademark of W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Propulsion Trusstic® Technology

NEW | GEL-FUJITRABUCO™ 4 NEUTRAL
$110 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-1000™ 4 G-TX Neutral offers optimal cushioning and responsive midsole.

- **wt**: 10.3 oz.
- **outsole**: Heel: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **OUTSOLE**: Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL® Cushioning Systems • Discrete Eyelets

NEW | GEL-FUJITRABUCO™ 4 TRAIL
$110 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-1000™ 4 G-TX Trail offers optimal cushioning and responsive midsole.

- **wt**: 11.9 oz.
- **outsole**: Heel: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Heel: #2 GORE-TEX® GORE-TEX® is a registered trademark of W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

NEW | GEL-FUJITRABUCO™ 4 TRAIL
$110 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-1000™ 4 G-TX Trail offers optimal cushioning and responsive midsole.

- **wt**: 11.9 oz.
- **outsole**: Heel: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL® Cushioning Systems

NEW | GEL-FUJTACK™ 5
$110 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-2000™ 5 is the ultimate running shoe for the modern runner, offering the best in stability and performance.

- **wt**: 11.7 oz.
- **outsole**: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Propulsion Trusstic® Technology

NEW | GEL-KAHANA® 7
$85 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-1000™ 7 is designed for runners who need a running shoe that is lightweight and responsive to offer an intuitive transition from road to trail.

- **wt**: 10.1 oz.
- **outsole**: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Discrete Heel Unit

NEW | GEL-RESOLUTION™ 6
$140 | U.S. Suggested Retail

Asics GT-1000™ 6 is designed for runners who need a running shoe that is lightweight and responsive to offer an intuitive transition from road to trail.

- **wt**: 10.9 oz.
- **outsole**: #2 GORE-TEX®
- **UPPER**: FluidFit® Upper
- **Midsole**: A midsole of Solyte® Midsole Material with Guidance Line® Midsole Technology
- **OUTSOLE**: Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL® Cushioning Systems • Guidance Trusstic System® Technology

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- **Anatomical Design**: Slightly higher stability on the outside of the sole, providing better support and balance.
- **Controllability**: Enhances the feeling of control for a greater and more predictable running.
- **Static Stability**: Increases stability, minimizing the risk of injuries.
- **Shock Absorption**: A blown AHAR® rubber compound for enhanced cushioning and durability in the forefoot.
- **Discrete Heel Unit**: Creates highest degree of shock attenuation and stability.
- **Independently placed eyelets disperse lace tension, creating a customized fit environment and enhanced upper comfort.
- **Guidance Line® Midsole Technology**: Creates a platform that is firm yet flexible, providing the ultimate combination of bounce back and cushioning properties.
- **Discrete Heel Unit**: Creates highest degree of shock attenuation and stability.
- **Propulsion Trusstic® Technology**: Mimicking the shape of the foot, this anatomically shaped last provides the perfect platform.
- **Discrete Heel Unit**: Creates highest degree of shock attenuation and stability.
- **Guidance Line® Midsole Technology**: Creates a platform that is firm yet flexible, providing the ultimate combination of bounce back and cushioning properties.
- **Discrete Heel Unit**: Creates highest degree of shock attenuation and stability.
- **Guidance Line® Midsole Technology**: Creates a platform that is firm yet flexible, providing the ultimate combination of bounce back and cushioning properties.
- **Discrete Heel Unit**: Creates highest degree of shock attenuation and stability.
unmatched GEL® cushioning that is built to outlast the competition. The discrete construction
Designed for the athlete demanding the ultimate in performance and endurance, with
power through each workout.
High performance with no equal, ASICS introduces the GEL-Quantum™ 360.
ASICS rebels against conventional design with its GEL-Kinsei™ 6 shoe.
The GEL-Pursue™ 2 shoe updates the award-winning formula of responsive
comfort and support, and remains true to its roots. The well-cushioned SpEVA® platform now features
fluidAxis™ midsole technology — a key component to the natural running experience.
Returning in its most natural form is the 33-DFA™ shoe, which has
fluidAxis™ midsole technology — a key component to the natural running experience.

**GEL-KINSEI™ 6**

- **Comfortable upper**
- **Dynamic DuoMax® Support System**
- **Guidance Trusstic® System**
- **Heel Clutching System™**
- **Gender-Specific Cushioning**
- **Solyte® Midsole Material**
- **Guidance Line® Midsole Technology**
- **Discrete Eyelets**
- **Glow-in-the-Dark Print**
- **Weight**: 13.5 oz.

**GEL-FORTIFY™ 7**

- **FluidRide® Midsole**
- **Dynamic DuoMax® Support System**
- **Solyte® Midsole Material**
- **Guidance Line® Midsole Technology**
- **I.G.S® (Impact Guidance System) Technology**
- **Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL® Cushioning Systems**
- **ComforDry™ Sockliner**
- **DuraSponge® Outsole**
- **Weight**: 10.9 oz.

**GT-2000™ 4**

- **FluidAxis® Midsole Technology**
- **Rearfoot GEL® Cushioning System**
- **Weight**: 8.9 oz.

**MUDDY RUMBLE**

- **FluidAxis® Midsole Technology**
- **Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL® Cushioning Systems**
- **ComforDry™ Sockliner**
- **DuraSponge® Outsole**
- **Weight**: 9.0 oz.